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ANNA JEAN BACKUS

reviewed by lawrence coates professor of history ricks college

after one hundred and thirty nine years and even after the
1990 reconciliation that occurred with the dedication of the monument at the massacre site near cedar city the mountain meadows
massacre still evokes a wide range of emotions early in life anna
jean backus was troubled by this tragic incident after her mother
told her that her ancestor philip klingensmith was involved in the
massacre annas mother warned her never tell anyone he is
your great grandfather 15 driven by a desire to unlock the mysteries surrounding this man backus embarked on a quest to uncover his life even though her mother cryptically claimed that her
own mother was not philips actual daughter but that he only
raised her 1616
anna jean backus has contributed to unraveling some of the
secrets of mountain meadows she also has argued that her grandmother priscilla klingensmith urie was one of the surviving children of the massacre
and was raised by philip klingensmith
and his third wife betsy in the mormon faith 16 most of the
book focuses on the life of philip klingensmith klingensmith
interests mormon historians because he was an eyewitness to the
mountain meadows massacre was accused of complicity in the affair and testified at john D lees first trial he was also involved in
caring for the children who survived the massacre and in placing
them in homes
backus creates a framework for each chapter by quoting
some of klingensmiths
Klingen smiths testimony at john D lees first trial then
draws from numerous other sources to fill in many m
issing details
issing
Klingen smiths life in trying to establish the facts backus uses
of klingensmiths
numerous long quotations from letters diaries journals newspapers autobiographies and secondary sources but these are
often used without critical analysis of the source in chapter 13 for
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example backus relies on articles written in the twentieth century
by survivors of mountain meadows who were only three and five
years old at the time of the massacre while Bac
bachuss
backuss
kuss diligent research provides a good road map to many valuable sources she
fails to deal with several major discrepancies between klingen
smiths testimony and what other sources claim happened
Klingen smiths reticence to
backus has a difficult time with klingensmiths
say much about the placement of surviving children after the massacre she simply says philip may have forgotten where the children were placed perhaps he did not know which children had
been gathered up and taken back to arkansas because of his years
olg
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of hiding out igl
l6l she makes it clear that he was given the task of
lal
finding homes for the children yet his testimony reveals very little
about their placement in various homes if klingensmith did keep
one of the children as backus claims he may have had personal
reasons for saying very little about them his reluctance to divulge
information on this topic again raises questions about how much
of his testimony at the trial as well as that of other witnesses can
be taken at face value
Bac
bachuss
backuss
kuss research provides interesting circumstantial evidence
for the possibility of a link between priscilla and the alexander
fancher family but more evidence must be found to make this connection conclusive for example photographic comparisons are
notoriously unreliable forms of evidence
despite its weaknesses this book offers new insights Bac
bachuss
backuss
kuss
story of klingensmith after the massacre her appendixes and the
bibliography will prove useful
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for example basing their identification on extensive photographic compari sons two anthropologists claimed that anna anderson was without doubt
parisons
the grand duchess anastasia later DNA testing proved the claim to be false see
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